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Following 9-11, Hurricane Katrina, Jason running around town and other events, banking regulators

moved to ensure the banking system maintained its reliability following disruption. The result was to

have banks create a business continuity plan ("BCP") that would include step-by-step instructions on

how to keep critical business functions working and/or quickly restarted in the event of a significant

event. The goal of BCP is to ensure information and processes remain available to support customers,

employees, regulators and others. A robust BCP includes policies, guidelines, standards, procedures

and lots and lots of testing.

Before we go too far down this road, however, let's back up to be sure we have covered business

continuity in general. Specifically, business continuity describes a methodology of how a bank will

maintain operations and services in the event of a disruptive event (either natural, man made or

something out of a Wes Craven movie). These can include such events as power failures, hurricanes,

tornados, IT system crashes and other events. In short, the underlying goal of business continuity

planning is to ensure the bank has a process to help manage risks that may arise from external

environmental influences.

The basic structure of any BCP is to create a detailed plan that includes information telling employees

how to communicate, where to go and how to keep doing their jobs. As with any plan, each bank will

have its own and details can be starkly different (depending on customer needs, branch locations,

etc.). Banks must not only consider how they do business today, but talk about what role IT will play

and which systems/processes must be recovered in what order. Banks must review process

throughout the company and ask themselves which ones are vital, which can be down (and for how

long) and where backup facilities exist to support people and systems.

Beyond the basics, a good BCP is a comprehensive plan that includes information and feedback from

both IT and business units. Together, these teams work to determine which people are responsible for

what, how to mitigate the problem and the process for locating and communicating with employees.

Plans must also take into account the fact that, depending on the event, employees may have larger

concerns than getting back to work, which can lead to resumption delays.

To begin a BCP, banks should probably start with a vulnerability or business impact assessment. This

process should identify the bank's most critical system, processes and people. It should also quantify

by product, service or department how much revenue could be lost in the event of a disruptive event.

That will allow the bank to determine where and how best to spend its money based on a cost/benefit

analysis.

Once the impact assessment is completed, the BCP should move to include other factors. These can

incorporate cross-training backup employees to fill gaps as needed in the event of a crisis; practicing

employee/customer communication in the event of a crisis; ensuring redundancy of systems;

reaching out to emergency response groups (such as fire, police, etc.) to make sure the bank stays up

to date and informed about local differences or limitations. The key to all this is pre-planning. Having

relationships with vendors, local markets, public safety, etc. and employee training before you need it

will save valuable hours in the event of an emergency..
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Business continuity is important and every employee/manager needs to know what to do. Team

members that go through simulations can not only provide assistance in identifying flaws in the

program, but they are also better prepared for emergency situations. Friday the 13th is as good a day

as any to have everyone review your bank's BCP. If your bank is waiting for an event to implement

and test a BCP - then maybe management is making your bank unlucky?

BANK NEWS

Stimulus Package

The House will vote on the final version of the $789B plan. It is expected to go to the Senate tonight.

For banks, in addition to helping the general economy, the bill has a longer loss carryback period

(from 2 to 5Ys) for banks that qualify and provides for changes that will increase the supply of bank

qualified municipal bonds.

Mortgage Relief

The new administration has proposed a program providing mortgage payment relief to homeowners

before they fall delinquent. Proposed standards for qualification include reappraisal, a uniform

eligibility test and gross income benchmark. While still detail-short, rumors that an interest rate

subsidy for qualifying mortgage borrowers is in the works.

Regulator Out

OTS director John Reich is stepping down at the end of the month. Senior deputy director, Scott

Polakoff will step in until President Obama selects an appointee.

Credit Cards

Department store and other retail credit card losses are growing at a faster pace (44bps YOY rise to

10.51%) than the overall credit card sector (40bps YOY rise to 7.5%). About 30-40% of department

store sales are paid by store specific cards, so the up tick will hurt sales even more.

Originations

New commercial and multifamily mortgage loans dropped 80% in the 4Q compared to the same

period in 07. Overall, for 2008 numbers were down 60% from the year prior. Looking at the 4Q, hotel

real estate loans dropped 99%, retail fell 82% and industrial properties down 76%.
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